Repair of ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysms by endovascular techniques.
Emergency EVR for ruptured AAA is now technically feasible, and several reports with small numbers have appeared in the literature from major centers suggesting that the results may be the same as or better than seen with open repair. The immediate priority is avoidance of over-resuscitation together with the rapid transfer of the patient to CT and then to the operating theater. Because of the learning curve involved, these cases should be attempted only by major centers that have extensive elective endovascular experience. The requirement for 24-hour availability of surgeons and radiologists trained in endovascular techniques places an enormous strain on vascular and radiologic staff and is achievable only in major centers with large teams of doctors. These issues raise important questions about the delivery of vascular services and whether all cases of ruptured aortic aneurysm should be transferred to major vascular centers. The operating theater staff and other support persons need training in endovascular techniques and in rapid deployment of an aortic occlusion balloon. A wide selection of devices, guidewires, and catheters must be immediately available in the operating theater. The ideal way to establish the role of EVR for ruptured AAA would be a randomized trial, but there might be logistic difficulties in recruiting sufficient numbers in major vascular centers, particularly as screening for AAA becomes more common and reduces the number of cases. There also are ethical issues as to whether these patients can give informed consent for involvement in such a trial. The alternative is for major centers to continue to develop their endovascular programs, to do more cases, and to compare the results with historical controls undergoing open repair.